THE ADMINISTRATOR

a tragi-comedy

By Charles Jury

A moved reading directed by

Graham Nerlich
THE ADMINISTRATOR

CHARACTERS (in order of their appearance):

PHILOXENUS, a poet from Athens
CHORUS of three Syracusan citizens

GALATEA
DIONYSIUS, Tyrant of Syracuse
A CAPTAIN of Dionysius' Guard
PYTHIAS of Rhegium
CLEON, a wine merchant
DAMON, of Syracuse
A SERVANT
Pythias' MOTHER
The DEMARCH of Rhegium
A CORPORAL

Courtney Thackray
Norman Athersmith,
Allen Munn, Graham Nerlich
Linda Burvill-Holmes
Tom Burton
Ian Hall
Marcus Ansems
Charles Crompton
Martin Penhale
Debbie Law
Catherine Barrett
Norman Athersmith
Ben Fitzgerald

SCENES:
ACT I  A hall in Dionysius' palace at Syracuse
ACT II  Scene 1: As in Act I
     Scene 2: The garden of Pythias' mother's house at Rhegium
     Scene 3: As in Act I

Stage Manager
Assistant Stage Managers
Margaret Rawlinson
Fran Kennedy, Debbie Law

There will be an interval of twenty minutes

The production wishes to thank, for their assistance,
John Edge, Jenny Evans, Douglas Muecke

*****

This production commemorates the centenary of the birth of
Charles Jury

As does the publication of:

A DWELLER ON DELOS

Selected poems and prose by Charles Jury

a hand bound, hard cover, limited edition
designed by Graham Nancarrow

Selling at cost: $10 + $2.70 postage

For copies, ring or write: Douglas Muecke,
535 The Parade, Magill, 5072. Ph. 332-8201